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FOREWORD 
 
Sir Isaac Newton developed his research on the laws of Gravity during the             
Great London Plague of 1665. Albert Einstein propounded his theory of           
Relativity during the First World War, and humans landed on the Moon amid             
the looming tensions of the Cold War. It wouldn’t be wrong to say that              
visionaries work twice as hard during times of a crisis. But with a little help,               
visionaries don’t just survive - they thrive. With that premise, Gujarat           
University Startup and Entrepreneurship Council (GUSEC) has stayed true to          
its promises and offerings even during this tough time, and has continued to             
support startups and innovators in all arenas, from disbursement of funding,           
mentorship & guidance, facilitating connections and collaborations through        
various programs and meetings; to onboarding new startups after thorough          
review and scrutiny, thereby continuing with its one of a kind zero-cost            
zero-day policy, making it the only startup incubator in all of India to do so.               
During the nation-wide lockdown imposed due to the Coronavirus Pandemic          
between March 2020 and May 2020, the following were the notable efforts            
undertaken by GUSEC: 
 

● COVID-19 Idea Accelerator: Breakthrough Accelerator in partnership       
with UNICEF has witnessed over 448 applications, out of which 27 are            
being currently supported 

● Business Continuity Accelerator: GUSEC Continuity Accelerator has       
been exclusively designed for the GUSEC incubated startups on whom          
the magnitude of negative impact due to the ongoing COVID-19          
pandemic has been the highest. Major aim behind this accelerator is to            
provide hand holding assistance, mentorship, guidance, enhanced       
support and help startups navigate and mitigate the risks and          
uncertainties which pose a threat to the existence and longevity of the            
startups.  

● 38000 event participants: Across multiple programs conducted by        
GUSEC, as many as 21202 participants have participated across all 43           
events & programs organised  

● 6328 hours of Work from Home: GUSEC has successfully         
implemented various processes, systems and tools necessary to        
implement efficient, optimum and effective work-from-home strategy for        
100% of its staff members. During this period, GUSEC employees put           
in over 6328 hours of WFH. 

● INR 93 lakhs sanctioned: Through various grants and schemes         
coordinated by GUSEC, INR 93 lakhs worth of startup funds have been            
approved and taken forward for disbursement 
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BRINGING TOGETHER THE ECOSYSTEM 
 
It has been 82 days since the commencement of the nationwide lockdown            
due to the SARS-CoV-2 virus, and instead of buckling down, GUSEC has only             
hustled harder. It has seen the genesis of more than 43 events which             
sprawled across a variety of expert sessions on sales & marketing, building            
great products & crowdfunding, team building, digital marketing strategies,         
customer acquisition, mentor sessions on how to build a scalable &           
successful startup, startup survival strategies, benefits for startups under         
MSME Schemes, expert Fireside chats on leadership skills and inputs on how            
to build a luxury brand from scratch, and workshops on no-cost designing,            
and IPR awareness; and these events have registered a total of 2861            
participants so far. 
 
Besides these expert sessions, GUSEC has also organized IPR workshops,          
virtual dockning sessions to take care of newly incubated and existing           
startups, and has taken care of and remained in touch with not just the              
startups and students it is associated with, but with everyone even remotely            
connected to the startup ecosystem, especially its CIF interaction session,          
and webinars with notable visionaries like Shri Suresh Prabhu and Dr. Karan            
Jani, who bolstered the spirits of students and startups to see the pandemic             
as not a crisis but a cause for innovation.  
 
GUSEC has also fired up its connectivity with startups by its trademark events             
like Liftoff which helped newly-incubated startups warm up to the startup           
ecosystem, STARTfest which invites innovative ideas from the Gujarat         
University ecosystem, and Collabinar (Worrier or Warrior), while also         
organizing events which directly address the aftermath of the pandemic, like           
Activate, which encouraged people to innovate, webinars on how to create           
investable startups post-COVID, and a live address by Shri Chudasama &           
Smt. Anju Sharma on COVID challenges. 

BREAKTHROUGH ACCELERATOR 

But this isn’t even the best part of the story. On April 02, 2020, GUSEC               
inaugurated the Breakthrough Accelerator, inviting applications and urging        
innovators to submit their most sustainable ideas on how to help the country             
and the citizens get through the pandemic in the best possible manner. As of              
June 1, GUSEC has received about 448 applications, out of which 27 have             
been shortlisted and 21 of those have been recommended for funding           
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support. Approximately Rs. 30 lacs are currently under process and Rs. 2 lacs             
have already been disbursed in furtherance of the same. 

CONTINUITY ACCELERATOR 

In furtherance of that regard, GUSEC laid the foundation of the Continuity            
Accelerator, a twelve-week program launched to assist startups in correctly          
identifying and solving the operational repercussions they’re facing as a direct           
result of the pandemic by availing one-on-one mentorship, group interfacing          
and rapid support. About 47 applications were received for the same and 21             
startups have been shortlisted which will be provided with the assistance they            
require towards successfully combating the effects of the pandemic. 

WORK FROM HOME & OTHER EFFORTS  

GUSEC has continued to receive new incubation applications, 133 of which           
have been scrutinized, and 20 new startups have been onboarded ever since.            
For its continued efforts to engage and inspire people to innovate, GUSEC            
has garnered over 21,800 visits to its website and has created about 400,000             
impressions on social media. 
 
But making all this happen wouldn’t have been possible without the relentless            
dedication, diligence and perseverance of the spectacular team at GUSEC,          
who have worked as many as 6328+ hours from home, continuing to            
collaborate, brainstorm, initiate tasks, events, webinars, and efficiently and         
rapidly checking things off their to-do list and continuously adding new ones to             
it. 
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EVENTS @ A GLANCE 
 
1. Session on Sales & Marketing 

Conducted on:  April 03, 2020       Presided By: Kaushal Bhatt 

 

Mr. Bhatt, VP(Marketing) of Cloudoffs, shared his insights on the nuances of            
sales and marketing and based the entire session around the specific queries            
of GUSEC startups, which were sent to the speaker prior to the session; these              
were all taken and answered by the speaker. 

2. E-Dockning 

Conducted on:  April 04, 2020  

 

A semi-informal session wherein the GUSEC team personally got in touch           
with startups and inquired about how they are coping up with the effects of the               
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nationwide lockdown. Some discussions that took place were about working          
from home strategies, needs and roadmaps for startups, and how GUSEC           
could ease their work and provide them with resources at its disposal. 

3. Basics of IPR 

Conducted on: April 09, 2020        Presided By: Ms. Gopi Trivedi 

 

Ms. Trivedi, Senior Partner at Y.J. Trivedi & Co. shared her expertise on the              
basics of Intellectual Property. The session was followed by a 20-minute           
question-and-answer session. This webinar witnessed participation from 160+        
people, and dealt with the general basics must-knows of Intellectual Property           
Rights and the processes and the benefits covered by it. 

4. Opportunities amid COVID-19 

Conducted on: April 12, 2020        Presided By: Samir Shukla 
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Mr. Samir Shukla, Consultant and a visiting professor at IIM-Ahmedabad          
spoke to about 30+ GUSEC startups about ways to deal with the coronavirus             
lockdown, and also shared his views on the macro-economic and a global            
point of view and later took up queries from the startups. 

5. Expert Session on Building Great Products & Crowdfunding 

Conducted on:  April 14, 2020       Presided By: Bhavya Gohil & Atur Mehta 

 

Gohil & Mehta, founders of Squareoff addressed this hardware-based         
startups session which took place in a panel discussion format. Most of the             
questions were centered around Squareoff’s personal journey concerning how         
they came up with the robotic chess board and their successful crowdfunding            
campaigns.  

6. Mentor Session on Team Building, Management & Communication 

Conducted on:  April 16, 2020       Presided By: Ms. Harsiddhi Shah 
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Ms. Shah, from the Harsiddhi Shah Consultancy, is a soft skills trainer who             
guided startups at and outside GUSEC towards better ways to manage team            
building and facilitating better communication during the lockdown work from          
home period. This was also held as a panel discussion to facilitate better             
interaction. 

7. Expert Masterclass on Sales 

Conducted on: April 20, 2020        Presided By: Mr. Achal Rangaswamy 

 

This masterclass was organized by GUSEC in collaboration with The Indus           
Entrepreneurs (TIE), and was called ‘Sales Masterclass: Never Sell What You           
Think You’re Selling’ wherein the speaker shared his lifelong experience in           
the field of sales, and imparted his insights on how to make a sale and how to                 
understand a customer. The session was highly interactive and Mr.          
Rangaswamy made the session lively by engaging the audience and sharing           
real life anecdotes while answering back the queries raised by the startups. 

8. Interaction with CIF Participants 

Conducted on: April 24, 2020 Presided By: Dr. Laxmi Bhawani & Prof. H             
A Pandya 
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Dr. Bhawani, the UNICEF Gujarat Chief interacted with the 30 of GUSEC’s            
Children’s Innovation Fest shortlisted participants and discussed a way         
forward for their innovations; while also telling them the ways UNICEF &            
GUSEC  can facilitate their innovative skills during this time.  

9. Expert Talk on Digital Marketing Strategy 

Conducted on: April 25, 2020        Presided By: Ms. Anvesha Poswalia 

 

Ms. Poswalia, Digital Marketing Head of L’Oreal, spoke to startups about           
digital marketing strategies. Ms. Poswalia covered the basics of marketing          
strategies and progressed with discussions about SEO and SMM. The          
session was followed by a Q&A session wherein startups clarified their           
doubts.  
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10. Live Address of COVID-19 Challenges 

Conducted on:  April 26, 2020  
Presided By: Shri Bhupendrasinh Chudasama 

 

The Hon’ble Education Minister along with Ms. Anju Sharma, Principal          
Secretary of Education, Gujarat and Prof. Himanshu Pandya, former VC of           
Gujarat University spoke to the startups about the challenges. He also talked            
about how startups can aid the government in this tough time, and            
encouraged students to take the lead and invest in innovation during this            
crisis. 

11. ‘Liftoff’ 

Conduction Duration: April 23 - May 03, 2020  
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In this event organized over a period of eight days spread over three weeks,              
newly-incubated startups at GUSEC were given insights into different aspects          
of the startup business, and to help them get warmed up to the startup              
ecosystem.  

The first event was chaired by Nadeem Jafri, Founder of Hearty Mart who             
shared his expertise on the importance of Business Models. 

The second event was based on a Design Thinking session chaired by Mr.             
Rohit Swarup, Founder of Xplora Design School. The session was organized           
in two halves to facilitate better understanding of the startups. 

The next event was themed ‘Getting your first 100 customers’ wherein Mr.            
Mitesh Shethwala, CMO of Frendy shared his insights with the startups. 

The fourth event was on ‘Compliances and Law’ which was again divided into             
two halves, the first was chaired by Ms. Nehal Sheth, Associate Partner at             
Ernst & Young, and the second was presided by Ms. Arti Shah, Associate at              
Ernst & Young. 

For the next session, Mr. Bhavin Bhagat, Co-Founder at Indiabizforsale          
shared his expertise on making an elevator pitch and a pitch deck. 

For the last session, we had Mr. Swarup Pandya, Senior Associate at CIIE,             
sharing with the startups his take on Product Market Fit. 

12. Expert Fireside Chat 

Conducted on:  April 28, 2020       Presided By: Mr. Bhaskar Pramanik 
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Mr. Pramanik, Senior Advisor at Rothschild & Co., was the speaker of the             
session which was moderated by Mr. Saurav Sanyal. The session explored           
themes like leadership lessons for startups, the IT Industry, and post-COVID           
opportunities with respect to the IT Sector. 

13. Expert session on How to Create an Investable Startup post COVID 

Conducted on: April 29, 2020        Presided By: Mr. Sushanto Mitra 

 

Mr. Mitra, Founder of Lead Angels addressed the startups on the investment            
landscape post COVID. The session was moderated by Mr. Dheeraj Bhojwani           
and Mr. Mitra took questions from the audience in the webinar as well as              
attendees from the social media live page. 

14. Certificate Workshop on IPR 

Conducted on:  April 30, 2020       Presided By: Mr. Aayush Modi 
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Mr. Modi, Partner at Universal Legal, addressed the startups and students on            
the basics of Intellectual Property in this certificate workshop. This workshop           
covered all aspects of intellectual property especially patent, trademark,         
copyright and design as well as the significance of prior art search, processes             
and techniques related to it. 

15. Startfest Bootcamp 

Conduction Duration: May 04 - May 07, 2020  

 

This eight-event program saw the inauguration of GUSEC’s STARTFest         
program, which is basically a hunt for the most innovative ideas from the             
Gujarat University Ecosystem; and invited applications from various colleges,         
48 of which were shortlisted for the second phase. The event sprawled across             
four days with eight expert-moderated sessions. 

The first day saw the Group CEO Mr. Rahul Bhagchandani briefing the            
startups on the importance of innovation and the basics of a startup and             
general life cycle. 

The second event addressed startups on Design Thinking, presided by Mr.           
Rohit Swarup, Founder of Xplora Design School. 

The next event highlighted the importance of Business Models and had Mr.            
Tapish Bhatt, VP of CIIE enlighten the startups on the subject. 

The fourth event in the STARTFest saw Mr. Swarup Pandya, Senior           
Associate at CIIE talk to startups about the significance of Product Market Fit. 
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The next event focussed on team building, tools and processes for startups            
and was presided by Mr. Vaibhav Jain, Founder of Hubilo. 

The next event in the series addressed the startups on their sales and             
marketing strategies by Sanjay Chakraborty, Founder of Essksee        
Consultancy. 

In yet another event, startups gained insights on how to pitch your product             
and were guided by Mr. Bhavin Bhagat, Co-Founder of Indiabizforsale. 

The last event in the series had GUSEC AVP Malay Shukla and AIC GUSEC              
CEO Mr. Dheeraj Bhojwani address the startups on financing their ventures           
along with Mr. Pulkit Bacchavat, Founder of Right Pillar Advisors. 

16. Expert Session on Customer Acquisition & Relationship       
Management 

Conducted on: May 12, 2020        Presided By: Mr. Vedanarayan Vedantham 

 

Mr. Vedantham, SME Business Head at Razorpay gave his expert insights on            
the topics of acquiring new customers and how to handle relationship           
management in the digital era. Mr. Vedantham, having had elaborate          
experience of working with startups and MNCs all across India gave his            
valuable expertise on how to build digital strategies and answered a lot of             
questions from the startups. 

17. Expert Fireside Chat with Niladri Mazumdar 

Conducted on: May 14, 2020        Presided By: Mr. Niladri Mazumdar 
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Mr. Mazumdar, President of Seiko Watch India gave his insights on how to             
build a luxury brand from scratch. The event was moderated by Mr. Saurav             
Sanyal, GUSEC Board Member. Mr. Mazumdar also covered topics of retail           
shops post-pandemic and also told about his experiences of working in a            
Japanese Company vs. working in an Indian company. 

18. Virtual Dockning 

Conducted on: May 15, 2020        Presided By: Mr. Rahul Bhagchandani 

Mr. Bhagchandani, Group CEO of GUSEC got together with startups in this            
informal session to get in touch with them regarding their progress/obstacles           
in the time of the pandemic. GUSEC team also introduced their Continuity            
Accelerator Program in this dockning session, which is aimed at providing           
relief to startups most affected by the pandemic. 
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19. No-Cost Designing Workshop 

Conducted on: May 17, 2020        Presided By: Mr. Sahil Shah 

 

Mr. Shah, Founder of Netsavvies Media addressed the startups in this           
workshop organized and hosted by NDBI with GUSEC as its outreach partner.            
It explored easily-teachable designing tools to the startups and demonstrated          
the use of tools like Canva, Ingram and Wix to those present in the workshop. 

20. Activate: Corona, Kuch Apna Karona 

Conducted on: May 18, 2020 Presided By: Sushanto Mitra, Divija Rai &            
Nagarajan 

 

Mr. Mitra, Founder of Lead Angels, along with Nagarajan & Ms. Rai            
addressed startups under this titular event of our larger Activate program. The            
event was organized by GUSEC in partnership with iHub and Lead Angels            
and acted as a mass sensitization program for students all over Gujarat. The             
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speakers for the event were Mr. Mitra and Ms. Rai, and was moderated by Mr.               
Dheeraj Bhojwani. The session concluded with a quiz, with certificates from           
Lead Angels for students scoring 6 and above out of a total of 10. 

21. Mentor Session: How to Build a Successful & Scalable Startup 

Conduction Duration: May 18 - May 22, 2020 Presided By: Mr. BV            
Jagadeesh 

 

Mr. Jagadeesh, MD at Kaaj Ventures addressed startups focusing on their           
early and growth stages. The session lasted five days which consisted of            
discussions on team building, go-to-market strategies, product market fit,         
sales and marketing strategies, and fundraising and term sheets. Mr.          
Jagadeesh also spoke at length about building and scaling his previous           
companies and gave insights from his investment portfolio.  

22. Expert Session on Benefits for Startups under MSME Schemes 

Conducted on: May 20, 2020        Presided By: CA Jimit Shah 
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CA Shah, Partner, Rajesh Shah & Associates addressed startups about the           
benefits to startups under the MSME schemes in the economic package           
launched by the Government of India. The speaker spoke about all the points             
in the scheme and dissected each of them for the better understanding of the              
startups. 

23. Address on Startups & Innovation in time of Pandemic 

Conducted on: May 25, 2020        Presided By: Shri Suresh Prabhu 

 

Shri Prabhu addressed students and startups on looking at the coronavirus           
pandemic as not an adversity but as a chance to come up with newer              
innovations in fields like agriculture, finance, fintech, digital technology, etc. 
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24. Expert Session on Startup Survival Strategies 

Conducted on: May 27, 2020        Presided By: Ms. Padmaja Ruparel 

Ms. 
Ruparel, the Director of IAN, addressed the startups on survival strategies           
and engaged the audience by asking handpicked questions to three of           
GUSEC startup founders, which was continued by the moderator Mr. Dheeraj           
Bhojwani. Ms. Ruparel also discussed some real life case studies wherein           
startups sustained their structure and growth in times of the pandemic. 

25. Address on Research & Innovation during COVID 

Conducted on: May 29, 2020        Presided By: Dr. Karan Jani 
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Dr. Jani, an astrophysicist and researcher associated with the Nobel prize           
winning LIGO Experiment addressed startups, students and researchers on         
the importance of research during the time of the pandemic and gave them             
tips and the encouragement to continue their research innovation. For          
students especially, he highlighted the importance of research and         
knowledge in the classroom and addressed startups on sectors they can           
innovate and capitalize on. 

26. ‘Collabinar’ 

Conducted on: May 30, 2020  

 

A single event titled ‘Worrier or Warrior’ was organized under the collective            
garb of our multi-event program called ‘collabinar’. The session had Mr. Sunil            
Parekh, Advisor to Zydus Group; Dr. Archit Somani, Founder of TraCoMo           
Camera System LLP; Mr. Prasen Venchurkar Director of R&D at Red Carbon            
Techno Hub; and Mr. Subhankar Mukherjee, H.O. of Operations, SC Network. 

 

 
 


